The deformation theory of a two-dimensional singularity, which is isomorphic to an affine cone over a curve, is intimately linked with the (extrinsic) geometry of this curve. In recent times various authors have studied one-parameter deformations, partly under the guise of extensions of curves to surfaces (cf. the survey [34] ). In this paper we consider the versal deformation of cones, in the simplest case: cones over hyperelliptic curves of high degree. In particular, we show that for degree 4g 4-4, the highest degree for which interesting deformations exist, the number of smoothing components is 2 2g + 1 (the case g = 3 is exceptional).
In the special case that X is the cone over a projective curve C, all sheaves involved are graded, and the graded parts can be computed on C (see [22] and Mumford's 'footnote' to it [16] ) using the sheaf of diflerential operators of order ^ l [11] . It is advantageous to dualise; then b ndle of principal parts comes in, and with it Wahl's Gaussian map (cf.
[l 1]). For cones over curves of high degree the computation of T l (-\) is the most difficult; much of the work on the Gaussian map is connected with this case, and specially with vanishing results. The most complete results on interesting deformations are obtained by Sonny Tendian (see [28] ).
With a trick, which basically is contained in [16] , one sees that for non hyperelliptic curves, embedded with a non special line bündle L, the dimension of T l (-1) of the cone over C is equal to A°(C, N K ® L" 1 ), where N K is the normal bündle of C in its canonical embedding. For low genus this gives quite precise Information, because then the normal bündle N K is easy to describe. We take the opportunity to note the following consequence of the computations in [26] : KL is surjective for all line bundles L with degL ^ 2g + 11.
Proposition (1.21). For a general curve of genus g^3 the Gaussian map <P
In the hyperelliptic case a variant of the construction yields easily the dimension of T l ( -1). The next step is to determine 2 , the space where the obstructions lie. For 2 (v), v < -2, we have a general vanishing result [31] , and it is not difficult to find the dimension in case v > -2. We find the dimension of T 2 with the Main Lemma of [4] , which connects the number of generators of T 2 with the codimension of smoothing components in the base space of the versal deformation of a general hyperplane section. Therefore we compute T 1 for the cone over d points on a rational normal curve of degree d -g -l in p*-«-"
1 . We use explicit equations for the curve. We obtain that dimr 2 (-2) = J-2g-3, and the other 2 ( ) vanish, if d> 2g + 3.
Actually, the equations for the cone over a hyperelliptic curve, or for its hyperplane sections, have a nice structure, which Miles Reid calls the rolling factors format [21] . We give an Interpretation of 2 ( -2) in terms of the rolling factors format, in (2.12) . It is not difficult to compute the part of the versal deformation in negative degrees, once one has represented 7 7l (-1) äs perturbations of the equations. Unfortunately, this representation is given by complicated formula's, which we only computed in the simplest case, that L is a multiple of the g\ . The resulting equations for the base space are äs complicated, and it is difficult to see if they define a complete intersection. For the hyperplane section similar considerations apply.
In particular, for the cone over an hyperelliptic curve of degree 4g + 4 we find 2g + l quadratic equations in 2g + 2 variables for the base space in negative degree. We use a different method to prove that this space has 2 2g + 1 one-dimensional components. First of all we exhibit this number of surfaces containing C äs hyperplane section, with L äs normal bündle. By determining explicitly the corresponding elements of 1 we show that we have a complete intersection. Combining this with Tendian's result on the dimension of smoothing components [29] we arrive at our main result: Theorem (3.7). Lei X be the cone over a hyperelliptic curve C ofgenus g, embedded with a complete linear system L of degree 4g + 4. Suppose L Φ 4 K, if g = 3. Then X has 2 2g + 1 smoothing components.
The paper [15] introduces a collection of smoothing data for surface singularities, which in many cases distinguish between smoothing components. In our case we determine a subset with l + 2 2g elements, onto which the set of smoothing components is mapped surjectively, so these smoothing data do not suffice to distinguish all components. The computations are similar to the case of a simple elliptic singularity of degree 8 = 4g + 4, where the number of smoothing components is really 1 + 4.
The Organisation of this paper is s follows: in Section l we discuss the description of Γ 1 for cones, and give precise results in the hyperelliptic case. We also give a formula for the graded parts of T 2 . In Section 2 we describe the equations for hyperelliptic cones. We compute Γ 1 for the general hyperplane section, and deduce the dimension of T 2 from it. In the last section we prove the results on smoothing components.
Cones over curves
(1.1) The basic reference for the deformation theory of cones is [22] and Mumford's 'footnote' to it [16] . We Start with the description of T x l for a singularity (^,0) c (C w , 0): (*) 0 -» 0* -> β β |* ->#*-> #-><).
Here N x = Hom(/// 2 , & x ) is the normal sheaf; the tangent sheaf of X is also defined s a dual: Θ χ = Ηοηι(Ω£, β χ ).
If Z cz X is a closed subset containing the singular locus with depth z X ^ 2 , then # = coker{# 0 (t/,<9J;r) -> tf°(t/,^)}, or # = kerftf 1 (£/,«") -> Η ι (υ,θ η \ χ )} 9 where U = X\Z. In the special case that X is the cone over a projective variety Υ we want to Interpret these groups on Y. We work in the algebraic category.
Let Υ be a smooth projective variety, and L a very ample line b ndle on Y. We set F= H°(Y,L). Let <£ L : Y-+ P(F*) be the embedding of Y with L. Let X ' c. K* be the affine cone over φ^Υ). We will identify Y and <I> L (Y); we have L = 0 y (l). Suppose that <I> L (Y) is projectively normal, i.e., X is normal. The smooth space U*=X\Q is a C*-bundle over Y. We denote with the same symbol π the projections n : U -» Y and π : y* \o __» p (K*). If J*' is a sheaf on Jf with a natural C*-action, then n^SF decomposes into direct sums of the eigenspaces for the various characters of C*. Let & Ύ be the sheaf of C* invariants. Then:
The last equality does not hold in the analytic context; in that case one has a filtration on H°(X,^), whose associated graded space is the direct sum s above; it would suffice for our purposes.
We recall the definition of the sheaf of principal parts [13] We return to our embedding <£ L : F-» P(F*). Then 0J(^p (K *)) = i / ® c^~1 · Here F is considered to be the vector space with dz t s basis. Let Nf be the conormal b ndle of Υ in P (K*). Because Υ is smooth, one has the famili r exact sequence which leads to the following result [13] , (IV. 1 9):
(1.3) Proposition. In the Situation s above the following sequence is exact:
In particular we can view the C*-invariants of the exact sequence (*) s obtained by taking global sections of the sequence 0 -> @iff Y -> F* ® C L -^ JV y -* 0 on Y. We get the following formulation of a result of [22] : 
From now one we concentrate on the case that Υ is one dimensional; Serre duality then transforms the second formula into one involving H°.
(1.5) Corollary. Lei X be the cone over a curve C, embedded by L = O c (l). Write K for Ως. Then:
This corollary makes it possible to determine the graded parts of Γ 1 in many cases. Vanishing results exist for line bundles of high degree. We recall some results for the various degrees v. We assume that g(C) ^ 2.
(1.6) Case I: v ^ 1. Suppose first that U is non special, i.e.,
One has the exact sequence:
For the case U = K one has to use the surjectivity of
The map here can also be thought of s a cup product
; for a differential operator θ and a section seF(L) the cup product θ -s = 0 e H 1 (L) if and only if the section s lifts to the first order deformation of L -> C, defined by Θ. In [loc.cit] the vector space 7^(0) is identified s tangent space to a space of gj's on a variable curve.
For non special L one has dim7^(0) = 4g -3. In terms of deformations this means that the cone can be deformed by changing the moduli of the curve or by changing the
is an isomorphism, so dimJ^O) = 3g -3 and the versal family is a family of curves in their canonical embedding. 
By a theorem of Green the conditions are satisfied for an embedding of a curve with a complete linear system of degree d^ 2g + 3 [9] , Thm. 4.a.l.
(1.11) Example. Let C be hyperelliptic, with involution π : C -» P 1 , and let L be very ample of degree d. Then 0 L (C) lies on a scroll 5, the image in P(r(C,L)*) of S = P(^L), where π^Ζ, ^ C?((2) 0 0(6) with 0 + 6 = d-(g + 1), and a,b£ d/2. Write e = a -b (we suppose b ^ a). Then 0 <; e ^ g + l, and 5 £ P(0 Θ <9(-e)). The Picard group of S is generated by the section E 0 with El = -e, and the class / of a fibre. We have C~2£O + (g + l + e)/ (the coefficient of / can be computed from the adjunction formula). Therefore C 2 = 4g + 4. We specialise to the case g = 3. We proved in [27] , that the cone X over </> L (C) has 3 smoothing components, if L = 2K(= 4g$), and 2 components otherwise. The curve C is a complete intersection of the scroll and a quadric. If L = 2 K, the scroll is the projective cone over a rational normal curve of degree 4, which itself has two smoothing components; the deformation to the Veronese surface occurs, if we deform C to a non hyperelliptic curve, with L = 2 K.
where S is the Veronese surface. If L Φ 2 K, let Z> be a general divisor in the linear System; it is cut out on the canonical curve C 4 in P 2 by a cubic C 3 , and the linear System is the System of cubics through the residual intersection C 4 nC 3 -D. Therefore CcP 5 lies on a (non unique) Del Pezzo surface of degree 5. One checks that all equations (which are quadratic) occur in linear relations, although the relations are not generated by linear ones; therefore Τχ( -2) = 0. A smoothing is obtained by sweeping out the cone over the blow-up of P 2 with the linear System of quartics with base points in D. By [29] , Prop. 6.1, the dimension of the corresponding smoothing component is 15, which is also the dimension of T 1 (for Γ 1 ( -1) see below), so the base space is smooth. For L = 2 K this component has dimension 16 (now dimT^l) = 1) and codimension l, and there is a second component; if C = S n {Q = 0}, then C(5)n {Q = t 2 } is a double cover of P 2 , branched in C 4 .
(1.12) Case IV: v = -1. This is the most difficult case. A more specific knowledge of the maps in the theorem is necessary. We review the relation with Wahl's Gaussian map [33] , see also [18] , [8] , [34] .
We Start with the following diagram: 
L® M).

For curves we have
We can also start the construction above with M instead of L. Up to a permutation of factors one has μ^Μ = μ Μ^ and <P LtM = -Φ Μ ,ι· Therefore:
We apply this to the computation of 7^(-l). From Corollary (1.5) we have
If <^> L : C -> P(//°(C, L)*) is birational onto its image, then the multiplication maps j u LX(g)L _ (v _ 1) are surjective [2] , Proof of Thm. 1.6. This applies to our Situation, so -( v.i, and in particular (^(-l))* = coker<i> L^ = Now suppose that C is not hyperelliptic. Then K is very ample and we have the exact sequence:
where N£ is the conormal b ndle of the canonical embedding. This yields that 
In general it is difficult to give sharp explicit bounds, but for low genus (1.13) is very effective. Here N c/s = K 3 ® (g\) 4~9 , a b ndle of degree 3g + 6. Sonny Tendian proves that
For degL = 3g -h 6 we would then have that Γ^-Ι) φ 0 only if L is the characteristic linear System of the family of curves of type 3H -(g -4)R on S, which also gives a one parameter smoothing. Tendian has studied the case L = K 2 ([28] ). He first proves that Φ κ^2 is surjective, if the Clifford index of C is at least 3. This leaves him with hyperelliptic, trigonal and tetragonal curves, s well s smooth plane quintics and sextics. We now concentrate on the tetragonal case. Then C lies on a three dimensional scroll S(e l9 e 2 ,e 3 The examples above, where Φ κ L is not surjective, have in common that N K is unstable; the rank of N K is g -2, the degree is 2 (g 2 -1) = (g -2) (2g + 4) + 6, and we found surfaces Υ with degW c/y > 2g
. This motivates:
(1.19) Question. Suppose that the canonical curve 9 C lies on a unique surface Υ We remark that for general C with g = 10 or g 2> 12 the map Φ κ κ is surjective [6] . The problem is of course to find a general curve; the easiest to handle are singular curves. In [26] we constructed for all g ^ 5 a g-cuspidal canonically embedded curve Γ with a Weil divisor D of degree g + 5 such that h°(N r (-/>)) = 6. 
is only generically surjective, with cokernel equal to coker{0|i2p <g> K -» T 2 } ^Ω φ ®Κ, where ^ are the relative differentials, so the cokernel is given by the Jacobian ideal [19] . Therefore, if B denotes the set of Weierstra points, we have an exact sequence:
The sheaf 9 = Im d% is a rank 2 vector b ndle.
(1.23) Lemma. Lei ί/ze rational normal curve R = φ κ (€) be the canonical Image of C, and write φ :
Thefollowing sequence^ is exact:
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram: (1.24) Proposition. £ei C be a hyperelliptic curve ofgenus g, and L a line b ndle with 
There is a surjection R/RQ-+ R x , whose kernel is a torsion module for reduced X. Therefore we get the alternative description:
χ ~~* n * jm Vv iy x/ i^xJ LJL vii.i\ \ X i w x j Λ χ
Suppose the sheaf y 2 has support contained in Z with dp z X^2 9 and let U=X\Z.
We specialise to the case of cones s before, so X is the cone over the smooth projective variety F, embedded with the line b ndle L. Let the ideal of Υ in P (K*), F= H °(Y 9 L) , be generated by k equations of degree c/ 1? . . . , d k . Then the graded parts of Τχ are given by the exact sequence:
If dim 7= l, in which case we write C for 7, the group H l (C, N c (v)) occurs in the following exact sequence:
This shows that the dimension of Γ 2 (v) can be computed s : For Τχ(ν) with v < -2 we have the following general vanishing result:
(1.28) Lemma ( [31] , Cor. 2.10). // 7c P = P n is a smooth projectively normal subvariety, defined by quadratic equations, with a resolution
By [9] , Thm. 4. a. l, the conditions are satisfied for a curve, embedded with a complete linear System of degree d^2g + 4.
The versal deformation of hyperelliptic cones
(2.1) My aim in this section, which I almost achieve, is to compute equations of the versal deformation of the cone X = X(C, L) over a hyperelliptic curve e C 9 embedded with a complete linear System L of degree at least 2g + 3. Then, äs we have seen in (1.6) and (1.8), T£ is concentrated in degrees l, 0 and -l, and 2^(1) = 0 if degL > 4g -4. We restrict ourselves to the part of the versal deformation in negative degree, because otherwise also non hyperelliptic curves come in.
For the computation of 1 efficient methods exist, which avoid the explicit use of equations and relations. For the versal deformation there seems to be no alternative. Actually, äs Frank Schreyer repeatedly pointed out to me, the equations for 0 L (C) are rather simple in the hyperelliptic case: C is a divisor on a two-dimensional scroll, so besides the determinantal of the scroll we have 'essentially' one equation. The equations for X are those for the scroll, and 2k -2g -l further equations <£ m , obtained by multiplying the equation of C by suitable powers of £ and x, such that the result can be expressed in the z,· and H\·. These equations are obtained from one another by rolling factors, äs Miles Reid puts it [21] . For each monomial in an equation we get the corresponding monomial in the next equation by multiplying with */ Ji, that is, with the quotient of the entries in a suitable column of the matrix defining the scroll. We make here a specific choice; we recall the notation fr] for the round up and |/J for rounding off a real number r, and note that -= ---for integers m. This gives the following equations:
If L is an arbitrary b ndle of degree d i> 2g + 3, then we can write L = kg\ + D with degD = g + l -e, and k maximal such that D is effective. The divisor D can be described 20 
Then we have the following equations:
g+l-e g-e g+\+e
our special choice of F; equations for a general curve of type 2E Q + (g + \+e)f contain coefficients V t with / = 0, . . . , g 4-1 .
(2.3) Rolling factors format ( [21] ). We describe this format in greater generality for divisors on scrolls. We start with a fc-dimensional rational normal scroll Se P = P"; the classical construction is to take k complementary linear subspaces L f , spanning P, with a parametrized rational normal curve φ ί : P 1 -> C 4 c L f of degree rf 4 = dimL t in it, and to take for each p e P 1 the span of the points φ^ρ). The degree of S is /= £ rf f . The scroll S can be defined by the minors of the matrix: We obtain that A°(C, # s | c (-l)) = 2rf-2g -2.
Every infinitesimal deformation of weight -l of X induces a deformation of the scroll, but not every deformation of the scroll extends to a deformation of X. We only compute the case L = kg\\ then N c/s is particularly simple: JV C/S ( -1) = (2g + 2 -k)g\. We combine the different cases k > 2g + 2, and g + l<fc^2g + 2in one Statement. ( In terms of the inhomogeneous coordinates (x,y) we can write:
This equation is independent of j. The relations involving w j + l^m give the same set of equations. It is easily checked that the given formula for φ^ satisfies the equations. Furthermore, it gives a well-defined element of the local ring: we check that no z { with / > k occurs with non-zero coefficient. If in the last term w-y'-K2g-f2, then h-M g fc. 
'"
Zd -<>- Proof. Let £ = ( 1+rf-2g -Ibethe number of equations. We want to
show that AtpeImHom((0 x ) efc , Θχ) for every \p€Hom(R/R 0 ,& x ) and every Aem^. In the determinantal case this is shown in [4] , 2.1.1; we remark that the proof s written is not correct: some equalities do not hold modulo J? 0 , but only modulo the larger submodule Rj of relations with entries in the ideal / of X; this is not a serious problem, because Hom(R/R Iy & x ) = Hom( / 0 ,(P x ). Using their computations we may assume that h\p vanishes on determinantal relations.
To describe the additional relations, we introduce the notation f tj = z,· z j + i -z t + i Zj. We get s basis for the first summand in the resolution, described in (2.3): Important for our application is that the corresponding result holds for T%\ the computation is similar to the one above, but the formula's are more complicated. Therefore we omit the proof. It is to be expected that there is a general Statement for the rolling factors format, but it is not quite clear what the 'generic' rolling factors singularity is. 
(2.9) Proposition. Let Υ be the cone over d points on the rational normal curve of degree d-g-ί, with d<2(d-g-\). Then
, and because g > l, we have in fact a polynomial equation in Jt and x, so g} is divisible by i, and gj+ fc _i by x. By taking k maximal we see that gj = λ j Zj + μ j Zj + 1 + VjZj + 2 for some Aj, μ,·, v ; 6 C: this is the formula for the infinitesimal deformations of the cone over the rational normal curve. Step 3. The deformations of the scroll, which deform f jj + i by g j = μ j z j + ί , do not extend to deformations of Y.
Step 2. The following formulas define a d-dimensional subspace of T? (-
Proof. Suppose/j , and 0 m deform with g. , and φ'. From equation (*, J we get
Because F(i, Λ:) = 0, this expression is independent ofy, so we takey = 0. Let α be the smallest index such that μ α φ 0. We set m = 2d-2g -3:
Because d -g -l is the highest power of x, which can occur in φ' 2ά __ 2g _ 3 , the coefficient of3rf-2g -3 -a^2d -g -l in the sum vanishes; so a d^a = 0, which contradicts our assumption that a d Φ 0. Therefore all μ ί are zero. α 
(2.12) Proposition. Lei X be the cone over a divisor of type 2 H -b R on a scroll S. Consider infinitesimal deformations of negative degree of X, which comefrom deformations of the cone over S; if the versal deformation of the cone over S is:
(1)
(1) ι d) ... 7 (1) _L oU) ... 7 This is a complete intersection of degree 2 5 : it is the cone over 32 distinct points.
We shall prove in the next section that the base space is always a complete intersection. It is difficult to see this from the above equations.
Smoothing components
(3.1) In this section we prove that the cone over a hyperelliptic curve of degree 4g + 4 has 2 2g + 1 smoothing components. To each component corresponds a surface with the curve s hyperplane section; these are ruled surfaces, and we show how to obtain all by elementary transformations on a given one. To this end we identify the one dimensional subspace in Γ 1 , determined by the surface.
Let J"c= P N + 1 be the projective cone over a projectively normal algebraic variety Cc P N of dimension n, and let Sc p N + i be a variety of dimension «4-1 with C s hyperplane section. Then there exists a one parameter deformation of X with S s general fibre: let Fc P N + 2 be the projective cone over S, and consider the pencil {H t } of hyperplanes through P N =5 C; if the hyperplane H 0 pass through the vertex, then Ρη#^= Χ, while for t φ 0 the projection from the vertex establishes an isomorphism between YnH t and S. Pinkham calls this construction 'sweeping out the cone' [20] ; the degeneration to the cone occurs already in Severi's famous 'Anhang F' [25] .
For the affine cone X over C we have a deformation with Milnor fibre S -C. The versal base in negative degree is a fine moduli space for so called -polarised schemes [14] , a notion defined in general for quasi-homogeneous spaces; in our Situation this are spaces 5 with C s hyperplane section. Basically one considers the coordinate i, which defines the hyperplane section, s deformation parameter.
Let S be given by equations F f (x, t) =f t (x) +
The base space of X has a C*-action. For simplicity we assume that the only occurring negative degree is -l, s in our application. In particular, for d = 4g + 4 the surface 5 is ruled, and the dimension of the smoothing component is 3# = (2g -1) + g + l . The dimension of the hyperelliptic locus is 2g -1, and g is the dimension of ΡκΛ So for general (C, L) each smoothing component determines a unique surface S with C s hyperplane section. Furthermore and the base space in negative degree is given by 2g +1 equations. We would like to conclude that the equations define a complete intersection, but this is not possible from these numerical data alone.
The existence of smoothings can be shown in the following way: given a line bündle L of degree 4g + 4 on C (which is not necessarily the linear System for which we want a smoothing -we denote that temporarily by 7V), we consider the scroll S of type ( , ), on which </> L (C) lies. On S the hyperplane class is L = E Q + a/, and the curve C is a divisor of type 2£ 0 +.(£ + l+e)/=2L-(2g + 2)/; here e = a-b. So for every L with L 2 £ 7V® (gi) 29 + 2 the normal bündle N c/s is isomorphic to our fixed bündle 7V. The number of Solutions to this equation is the order of the group J 2 (C) of 2-torsion points on Jac(C), which is 2 2g .
For all surfaces S obtained by this construction we have e = g + l (mod 2), because e = a -b, and a + Z? = 3g + 3. This is not surprising, because for a fixed curve and variable L the surfaces P ( # L) form a continuous family, and the parity of e is preserved under deformations.
Let C lie on the ruled surface S = F e , with normal bündle 7V C/S = 7V, where O^egg + 1. Denote the elementary transformation ( [12] , V.5.1.7), of S in QeS by elm ß ; it is the composition of blowing up S in Q and blowing down the strict transform of the fibre containing Q. As the normal bündle of the strict transform C under the blow up S -» S satisfies NCJ § = 7V C/S ( -Q), we obtain: Proof. The rational map elm B can be factorised äs S < S -^-> S', where the maps and a' are the blow-ups in the points of B, with exceptional curves E t and E·. The involution on the general fibre / of S -» P 1 with /n C äs fixed points extends to an involution / on §, which interchanges E i and E{. This map descends to the required isomorphism. The inverse image on S of the linear System | C\ is | C + ^E t |, where C is the strict transform of C. The involution / transforms this system into = ^riC'|. Now we consider the surface S" = elm r (S) for some Τα Β. Again we can identify the sections of H°(C, ^/pi ® Ω^(1)), coming from 5", with the polynomials l, . . . , x 20 , but we have to express these in the same basis of ?]/( -1)*, which we used for 5. Consider local coordinates (x, y) in a neighbourhood of a point P e T, such that ruling is given by n(x,y) = x, and C is y 2 = x. We blow up S in the point P; the strict transform C of C passes through the origin of the (η,γ) coordinate patch, where (x,y) = (ny,y). Now blow down the ^-axis: we have coordinates (ξ, η) = (ηγ, ή), so χ = ζ, y = ξ /η, and C is given by ξ = η 2 . Therefore the local generator dy of Ω^Ρ is transformed into αη: we have dy -αξ/η -ξαη/η 2 ; however, considered s section of Ω$/π*Ωρι, the formula makes sense for η Φ 0 and is on C= C the same s -ξάη/η 2 = -αη. This computation shows that S' yields the hyperplane:
where χ τ is the characteristic function of Γ, i.e. χ τ (Ρι) = l if and only if P i e T.
To finish the proof we remark that the coefficient of s t in the equation D is a Vandermonde determinant, and therefore non zero. α Proof. The number of subsets T of B modulo the equivalence relation T~ B\T is So Proposition (3.6) gives this number of one parameter deformations of X of negative weight. The construction works for every hyperelliptic curve C and line b ndle L and depends continuously on the moduli of the pair (C, L). Therefore we obtain 2 29 + 1 subspaces of the base of the versal deformation of X, all of dimension 3g, intersecting in the equisingular locus.
The general fibre over each of these spaces is smooth. This is immediate if the surface S is smooth. It is possible that S is isomorphic to the (projective) cone over the rational normal curve of degree g -f l, if C · E 0 = 0; in that case e = g + l and so N CfS = (2g + 2)#2 · The same construction for a nearby pair (C", L') with C' = C but L% (2g + 2)g\ gives a smooth fibre, which is locally a deformation of the cone over the rational normal curve on the Artin component. As the Artin component is smooth and is in fact the reduction of the base space if g + 1 Φ 4, and the dimension of a smoothing component is 3g, each of these subspaces is an irreducible component of the base space.
Next we show that there are no other smoothing components. As T 1 is concentrated in degrees 0 and -l, the C*-action on the base space can be used to find a curve in any reduced component sticking out of the equisingular locus, which gives a deformation of pure degree -l of a nearby singularity on the equisingular locus; this is again an hyperelliptic cone, s T 1 ( -1) = 0 for cones over non-hyperelliptic curves of degree 4g + 4 (g Φ 3) , by (1.14). So it suffices to show that for hyperelliptic cones the base space in negative degrees consists of the 2 2g + 1 lines constructed above.
After a rescaling these lines define in Ρ(Τχ( -1)) the points (± l : . . . : ± 1), and this set of points forms a complete intersection. In coordinates s t on P(7^( -1)) the ideal of these points is generated by s 2 -s 2 . As the components are smooth outside the equisingular locus, the points are isolated points of the projectivised base space in negative degrees. The ideal of this base space is generated by quadratic equations (in fact, at most 2g + 1 linear independent ones by our computation of T 2 in (2.10), but this fact is not needed here). Therefore it has to be a complete intersection of 2g + l quadratic equations.
For g = 3 we still have the same description of the base in negative degrees, but in case L = 4 K the cone over the rational normal curve of degree 4 appears s singularity over one component. Its Veronese smoothing leads to an additional smoothing component; i t exists also for non hyperelliptic curves. D 5= P(^L). 7%έ?/ι S; = P (π,, (L® η)) is isomorphic to elm r (5).
Ϊ6Γ
Proof. Factorise elm r s S *-?-S -^U S' = elm r (S): s before, the exceptional divisors are E t and E·. We have L = £ 0 + a/; let T 0 c Γ be the index set of points P f on E 0 , with cardinality m. Let E 0 be the strict transform of E 0 on 5, and E' Q that on 5'. Then:
On S' the linear System \E' Q + (a + m -fc)/| cuts out on C the series |L -h D\. We have EQ· EQ = -e + 2(k -m),soif2(k -m)< e, the section £"0 is the unique negative section, and we see directly that EQ + (a + m -k)f is the hyperplane class (2 a = 3g + 3 -h e).
Otherwise there is a section E_ with £_·£"_ = -e\ e' ^ 0, and
The hyperplane class is E_ + (3g 4-3 + e')/2f~ E' Q + (a + m-k) f. D (3.10) Alternative description of the construction. We have given the surfaces S s ruled surfaces, birationally embedded with the linear System | C \ = 1 2 £ 0 + af | . Castelnuo vo describes 5 with a linear System in the plane, of curves of degree g -f e + 1 with one (g + e -l)-ple point and e -l infinitely near double points, if l ^ e ^ g -h l, or for e = 0 of curves of degree g 4-3 with a (g -f l)-ple point and a double point in a different point [5] . If there are at least two finite double points, a Standard Cremona transformation will decrease the degree, for details see the book [7] . Now given a curve C in the plane of degree d with δ double points (finite or not), and with multiplicity d -2 at the origin, and given a set T of Weierstra points of cardinality k, we form the curve Cu( (J L f ) of degree d + k, where L t is the line joining the 16 T origin with the Weierstra point P f , and we consider the linear System of plane curves of degree d + k with multiplicity d -h k -2 at the origin, and δ -f k double points in the double points of C and in the /% i E T. As the curves of this System do not intersect L { outside C, the rational map φ (α (Ρ 2 ) -» Φ^ + Σ^\(^2} is elm r· (3.11) Example ((2.12) continued). Let X be the cone over the hyperelliptic curve y 2 -l 4-x 6 , embedded with 6g 2 -The coordinates on Τχ( -1) used in (2.12) are different from the ones in the proof of Proposition (3.6); in principle one can compute the coordinate transformation, but we will not do this here. We describe two surfaces with C s hyper-Furthermore, C is given by w 0 -Wl -£(. = τ. The matrix for the scroll elm p (5 f ) has s first entry 6(y -*)z 0 ; i.e. we make a coordinate change (we are allowed to multiply homogeneous coordinates with a common factor). Below 6(y -x)z 0 we have to write 6(y -x)z l = u l + 5ζ ι + 4ζ 2 + 3£ 3 + 2ζ 4 + £ 5 ; the second entry on the first rowis w 0 -£ 0 + 4ζ 1 + 3£ 2 + 2£ 3 + ζ 4 = 6(y -x)z l + τ. Therefore ^ = τ; proceeding in this way we find s t = i for / = l, ..., 5. For the coordinates w f we take 6( > y-.x)z>>.xy 3~I V. Finally we have to compute t in terms of τ. This is now a simple question of making the explicitly given coordinate transformation in the equations, and the best way to do this is by Computer. One finds / = -4 τ. Indeed, s t = τ and t = -4 τ is a solution of the equations for the base space.
The other components are found with similar computations.
(3.12) Other degrees. The structure of the equations (see (2.2) and (2.11)) and the dimension of Τχ( -2), which is d-2g -3, two less than the number of equations, which cut out the curve on the scroll, lead us to expect that the base space in negative degree is a complete intersection of dimension 4g -h 5 -d, if 2g 4-4 2g d ^ 4g + 5. The number of equations will probably increase linearly for d > 4g + 5, until it is (g + l)(2g + 3), the number of quadratic monomials in 2g 4-2 variables.
For d = 4g + 5 the cone X has only conical deformations [29] , and therefore all infinitesimal deformations of negative degree are obstructed. In this case we have indeed a zero-dimensional complete intersection.
For d = 4g + 3 the base space should be the cone over a complete intersection curve of degree 2 2flf , which is a 2 2g -fold unbranched covering of C. One finds this degree from the genus formulas. From the point of view of the surfaces, which correspond to one Parameter deformations, we get the following picture. A surface S of degree 4g -f 3 is a scroll, blown up in one point P of the hyperelliptic curve C. The fibration π : S -> P * has one Singular fibre, which intersects C in P and in P, the image of P under the hyperelliptic involution. By blowing down one of the two ( -l)-curves in the exceptional fibre we get a ruled surface with a minimal section E 0 with EQ = -e\ if we blow down the other curve, then the parity of e is just the opposite. Suppose that blowing down the curve through P gives an even e. As we have seen, there are 2 2θ different surfaces with e even, such that the characteristic linear System on C is a given linear System | L -f P\. Altogether we get a covering of P 1 of degree 2 2e + 1 9 with simple branching a t the Weierstra points, so indeed a 2 2i7 -fold unbranched covering of C. In particular, there is only one smoothing component, except of course when g = 3.
We leave it to the reader to continue this description for still lower values of the degree d.
(3.13) The Milnor fibre. In their paper [15] Looijenga and Wahl introduce a collection of smoothing data for singularities, which in many cases distinguish between components. We determine these data in the case of degree 4g -f 4.
By [loc. cit.], Thm. 4.5, the group H 2 (F\ with intersection form J, carries the structure of a quadratic lattice with associated non-degenerate lattice H 2 (F) = 77 2 (F)/rad,/, whose discriminant quadratic function is canonically isomorphic to (7 1 //, 0,), where / is the qisotropic subgroup lm{8 t : H^ (F, M\ -> Η γ (M)J.
In our case the radical of the intersection form has rank 2#:μ 0 = 2#, μ_ = 1 and μ + = 0. If g + 1 + e is odd, then H^F, M\ = 0, so / = 0 and 7 1 = /^(M),. For g + l + e even 77 2 (F) is generated by E -(g + l)/, with self-intersection -(g + 1). In this case the isotropic subgroup / has order two.
We recall the definition of smoothing data [loc. cit.], 4.16, in the case μ + = 0. Let A be a finitely generated abelian group, and q : A t -> <Q / Z a nonsingular quadratic function on its torsion part. Then £f(A, q) is the set of equivalence classes of 4-tuples (K, , /, i), where (K, 0 is a negative semi definite ordinary lattice, / is a <?-isotropic subspace of A t , and i : V* /B' (V) -* A/ 1 is an injective homomorphism with finite cokernel, which induces an isomorphism P*/P-» z 1 // (here B':V^>V* is the adjoint of the bilinear part of ); two 4-tuples (F 1? (? 15 The number of smoothing components is also five; there are four 'even' components and one Odd' component.
Let X be the cone over an elliptic curve E of degree 8, embedded with the linear System L; so 0 L :£-> P 7 . We identify Pic 8 (£) with Jac(E)^E in such a way that L represents the origin of the group law: we write L = 8 P. There are 4 line bundles M of degree 4 with M® 2 = L. Each of these embeds E in P 3 ; then 0 L is the composition of φ Μ with the Veronese embedding F: P 3 -> P 9 . The curve Φ Μ (Ε) lies on a pencil of quadrics, which is transformed by F in a pencil of hyperplane sections of F(P 3 ); the common intersection is E. This construction gives a 2-dimensional linear subspace (a cone over P 1 ) in the negative part of the base space of the versal deformation of X. The general quadric in the pencil is non-singular and has two rulings, but there are four singular quadrics, which are cones with one ruling; the resulting double cover of P 1 is isomorphic to E. The fifth component is isomorphic to the cone over E\ given a point Q e E, we embed E in the plane with the linear system \2P+Q\, then embed P 2 with the triple Veronese embedding ^ in P 9 , and project the surface I^(P 2 ) from the point F 3 o ^| 2P + Q| (30 to P 8 . Each of the resulting surfaces has a unique ruling.
Each ruling determines a g\ e Pic 2 ^ £; on the even components a given g\ occurs exactly once, and on the odd component four times. The operations elm r , with Γ a subset of the set of branch points J> of theg^ permute the 2 3 points in the projectivised base space.
